CurrentTracer:A NewWayto Find LowlmpedanceLogic-CircuitFaults
By tracingcurrentpulses,thissensitiveprobe helpslocate
solderbridges,shortedconductorsin cables,shorlsin
voltagedistributionnetworks,shortedlC inputsand dead
or stuckoutputs,stuckwired-ANDcircuits,and stuck
dala buses.
by John F. Beckwith

E OR TROUBLESHOOTING DIGITAL systems,
I' instrumentssuch as logic probes,logic pulsers,
logic comparators,state analyzers,and computerbased board testers enable an operator to localize a
system malfunction down to the faulty node, that is,
down to a collection of IC terminals and the network
of printed circuit tracesand/or wires that electrically
tie the terminals together. However, after the faulty
node is identified the operatorstill lacks the ultimate
information needed to make the repair, namely, exactly what part of the node has failed? Is the driving
IC dead,orhas oneof the drivenlCs developedashorted
input? Has the interconnecting network shorted to
another node, and if so, preciselywhere, or has the
interconnecting network developed an open circuit?
Except when the fault is due to an open circuit, voltage-sensinginstruments provide no further information, simply becauseall points of the faulty node
are constrainedby the interconnecting network to be
at the same voltage.At this stage,techniquessuch
as cutting traces or lifting ICs are usually employed
until the defective element is identified. This approachis time-consuming,tedious,and often damaging to the printed circuit board and ICs.
Although voltage provides no additional information, there is a quantity whose variation about the
node provides the information needed to pinpoint
the faulty element. This quantity is current. To date,
little use has been made of the information provided
by the nodal current distribution simply becauseof
the difficulty of measuring current flow. Traditional
methods, such as cutting a trace and inserting an
ammeter, or encircling the trace with a magnetic
path, are clearly very awkward to use on printed circuit boards.The question thus ariseswhether there is
a more convenient means to determine current flow
in logic circuits.
The new Hewlett-PackardModel s+zA Current
Tracer (Fig. r) was developedto meet this need.The
current tracer is a self-contained, hand-held probe
containing a single easily-viewed display lamp
PrntedrnUSA

whose intensity indicates the relative magnitude of
current steps occurring in the vicinity of the current
tracer's tip. The reference level for the display can be
varied from one milliampere to one ampere by means
of a conveniently placed sensitivity control The
547A responds to the current changes normally pre-

Cover: A new troubleshooting team finds many
low-impedance faults that
elude voltage-sensinginstruments.Model 547A Current Tracer(right)revealsthe
presenceand relativesize of
current sfeps by the brightness of its built-in lamp.
Model 5464 Logic Pulser supp/ies the needed
stimuluscurrentif it isn't already present in the
system under test.
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To operate the current tracer the user first places its
tip near the driving point of the node, which is usually
one of the IC terminals, or near the tip of the logic pulser
when the node needs an external stimulus. Then the
sensitivity control of the current tracer is adjusted
until the display lamp is between one-half and fully
lit. At this point the operator can get an indication of
the magnitude of the current flowing simply by
noting the position of the sensitivity control, This information is often very useful in determining the
nature of the fault. For example, if the current tracer
indicates an abnormally high current, then the fault is
due to a low impedance. The operator then moves
the tip of the tracer along the conductive paths, and
by noting the intensity of the indicator lamp, can tell
if current is present near the tip. In this manner, he
can follow the current directly to the fault. The current tracer's tip need not make physical contact with
the conductive path, so current can be followed in insulated wires and along inner traces of multilayer
boards.

The Current Tracer in Use
Fault localization in digital systems is the major
applications area for the current tracer, but there are
others as well. Whenever a low-impedance fault
exists, whether on a digital board or not, the shorted
node can be stimulated with a logic pulser and the
current followed by means of the current tracer. Some
typical current tracer applications are described in
the paragraphs that follow.
r Ground planes. An interesting application of the
current tracer is designing ground planes and determining their effectiveness by tracing current
distribution through the plane. Current is injected
into the ground plane using either a logic pulser or
a pulse generator, and current flow is easily traced
Fig.1. Thelampnearthetip of thenewModel547ACurrent
over the plane. Often the results are surprising in
Tracervariesin brightness
accordtngto the relativemagnitudeof thecurrentstepsoccurilngnearitstip.By observing
how the lamp'sbrightness
changesas the traceris moved
alongtheconductors
theusercanfollowtheflowof current.
547A
Current tracer will
Current Tracer

sent in digital circuits and typically does not require
the injection of a stimulating signal. When a stimulus
is required it may be provided by a logic pulser such
as the HP Models 546A or 10526T. Synchronizing
signals between pulser and current tracer are not
needed. The 547A is compatible with all logic families including CMOS. It responds only to current and
possessessufficient sensitivity and dynamic range to
detect currents resulting from faults in any of the presently available families. Power for the current tracer
may be derived from any dc source between 4.b and
18 volts. No ground reference is required and a floating battery may be used if desired.

indicate very little
current at driver
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Fig. 2. Uslng the current tracer to determine that a stuck
node ls caused by a dead driver.

that current flows through only a few paths, or
along edges.
r V""-to-ground shorts. Locating V""-to-ground
shorts is an almost impossible task without the
ability to trace current flow. To find the short, the
user disconnectsthe power supply and pulsesthe
power supply terminal using the logic pulser with
the supply return connectedto the GNolead of the
pulser. Even if capacitors are connected between
V"" and ground, the current tracer will usually
reveal the path carrying the greatestcurrent.
r Stuck node caused by dead driver. Fig. 2 illustrates a frequently occurring troubleshooting
symptom: a node has been identified on which the
voltageis stuck high or low. Is the driver dead,or
is something,such asa shorted input, clamping the
node to a fixed value? This question is readily
answered by tracing current from the driver to
other elements on the node. If the driver is dead,
the only current indicated by the tracer will be that
causedby parasitic coupling from any nearby currents, and this will be much smaller than the normal current capability of the driver. On the other
hand, if the driver is good, normal short circuit
current will be present and can be traced to the
circuit elementclamping the node.
r Stuck node causedby input short. Fig. 3 illustrates
this situation, which has exactly the same voltage
symptoms as the previous case of a stuck node
caused by a dead driver. However, the current
tracer will now indicate a large current flowing
from the driver, and will also make it possible to
follow this current to the cause of the problem,
the shorted input. The same procedure will also
find the fault when the short is on the interconnecting path of the node-for example, a solder
bridge to another node.

r Stuck wired-AND node. Another difficult circuit
problem to troubleshoot is the wired-AND node, a
node formed by connecting severalopen-collector
output structures.Fig. shows how the current
tracer is used to solve this problem. Each gate's
output is placed in turn in its off or high-impedance
state by forcing the inputs to an appropriate level
(a jumper may be used)while a logic pulser is used
to stimulate the output node. If the gateis good the
current tracer will indicate only stray current at the
gate output. Conversely, a stuck gate will result in a large current indication. The need to
force the output of the gateto the off stateby means
of the jumper at the input can be eliminated if the
duty cycle of the high-impedance state when the
circuit is operating is not too low. When this is the
casea logic pulser and current tracer may be used
in the single-pulsemode. If the gateis not stuck the
operator should observe a random presence and
absenceof current at the gate output while singlepulsing the node. If the gate is stuck, each pulse
from the pulser will result in a large current indication from the tracer.
r Stuck three-statedata bus. A stuck three-statebus,
such as a microprocessordata or addressbus, pre-
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Fig. 3. Ihe current tracer shows that this stuck node is
caused by an input short,

Fig,4. The currenttracer can often make use of normal currents in a circuit, but sometimes a logic pulser provides a
needed stimulus,as in the difficult problem of a stuck wiredAND node.

sents a very difficult troubleshooting problem,
especiallyto voltage-sensingmeasurementtools.
Becauseof the many bus terminals, it is very difficult to isolate the one bus element holding it in a
stuck condition. However. if the current tracer
indicates high current at several driver outputs, it
is likely that one (and most likely only one) driver
is stuck in a low-impedance state. The defective
driver is located by placing one driver's control
input line to the appropriate level for a highimpedance output state and noting whether high
current flow persistsat the output. This is repeated
foi each driver until the bad one is located. Alternatively, if the low-impedance duty cycle of a
driver is low, the node can be pulsed with the logic
pulser, and the defectivedriver identified by noting
whether every pulse from the pulser results in current at the driver output. If the current tracer indicateshigh currentsat only two drivers the problem
is a "bus fight", that is, both drivers trying to drive
the bus at the same time. This is probably caused
by improper control signals to the drivers. If the
current tracer indicates the absenceof abnormally
high current activity at all drivers, yet the bus signals are known to be incorrect, then the problem is
a driver stuck in the high-impedance state. It can
be found by placing a low impedance on the bus,
such as a short to ground, and using the current
tracerto check for the driver that fails to show highcurrent activity.
Efficient use of the current tracer usually requiresa
longer familiarization period than doesthe operation
of voltage-sensinginstruments. This is primarily becausemost operatorsarenot used to thinking in terms
of current and the information it provides, simply becausethis information has not been availableconveniently. Also, it requires some skill to avoid the crosstalk problem, that is, if a small current is being traced
in a conductor that is very closeto another conductor
carrying a much larger current, the sensorat the tip of
the current tracer may respond to the current in the

nearby trace.The current sensorhas been designedto
minimize this effect,but it can never be entirely eliminated. The operator can, however, by observing the
variation of the current tracer's display as its tip is
moved about the trace,learn to recognizeinterference
or crosstalk from a nearbv trace.
lnside the CurrentTracer
Fig. 5 is a block diagram of the current tracer.Operation is asfollows. A step changein current occurring
at the current tracer'stip is coupled via mutual inductance to the current-step sensor, which produces a
voltage impulse output proportional to the magnitude of the current step. The size of the impulse decreaseswith increasing separation between the current path and the tip of the tracer.
The voltage impulse is fed to a variable-gain preamplifier. The preamplifier gain is adjusted by the
sensitivity control to produce an output of approximately 1 mV when the tracer'stip is placed next to the
current path. The output of the preamplifier is further
amplified and then stretched by two cascadedpeak
detectorsto produce a pulse of sufficient height and
width to cause a visible flash of the incandescent
lamp that forms the current tracer'sdisplay. When the
tip of the tracer is moved along the conducting path
the display remains at the samebrightnessas long as
the samecurrent is still present.However, if the current has changedto anotherpath, the increasedseparation between the tip of the tracer and the current
lowers the output of the current-stepsensor and decreasesthe brightness of the display. Thus the operator is provided with sufficient information to track
the current path.
Current-StepSensor
Fig. 6 shows the physical construction and an
equivalent circuit of the current-stepsensor.Its operating principle is essentially that of a current transformer. A step change in current near the tip of the
tracer attempts to induce an emf in the windings on
the coil within the sensor.This coil is nearlv shorted
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Fig, 5. 547A Current Tracer block
diagram. Current-step sensor
detects current steps as sma// as
1mA and rejects magnetic flux
that is not directly beneath the
tracer's tiD.
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Fig. 6. Consfruction and equivalent circuit of the currentslep sensor, which acts like a current transformer. For each
cutrent step the sensor produces a voltage impulse at its
output.
(R is small), so a current is induced

in the coil whose

magnetic flux nearly cancelsthe flux change caused
by the unknown current step. Thus, for a fixed physical orientation, there will be a current step proportional to the unknown current step induced in the
pickup coil. This induced current flows through the
resistor R, producing a voltage that forms the output
signal of the sensor.The current in the pickup coil,
and hencethe output voltage,decayswith a time constant L/R.This time constantis such that the output of
the current-stepsensoris an impulse whosepeakvalue
is proportional to the changein the unknown current
and is independent of the rise time of the current
changeup to about 200 nanoseconds.Although the
current-stepsensorprovidesan indication only of current changesand not the total value of the current, it
turns out that for fault finding in digital systemsthis
information is sufficient.
The current-step sensor had to meet a number of
conflicting design criteria. It had to be physically
srnall so currents in the closely spacedtraces found
on printed circuit boards could be distinguished. It
had to be able to reject magnetic flux originating from
locations other than the tracer'stip. It had to provide a
detectableoutput for the smallest current steps of interest (<1 mA). It could not respond to voltage
changesfound in digital systems.It had to be mechanically rugged and manufacturable at a reasonable cost.

Thesecriteria were successfullymet by enclosing a
very small (1.5-mm-diameter)H-shapedferrite core
within a relatively thick, highly conductive shield.
The shield serves several purposes: it provides mechanrcal support and protection for the.pickup core,
it shields the core from external changing magnetic
fields by means of induced eddy currents in the
shield that oppose the changing flux, and it is electrically grounded and thus protectsthe coil windings
from electric fields caused by the voltages on the
board. Protection from electric fields is adequateto
provide the greaterthan 110 dB of shielding needed
so the tracer's tip can be placed next to voltage steps
of five volts and not respond to them, while at the
sametime responding to current stepsof 1 mA. For a
1-mA current step the current-step sensor produces
a 100-pcVoutput spike approximately150 ns wide.

Amplification
To make a 100-pr,V
150-nspulse ltght an incandescent lamp long enough for it to be visible, considerable amplification is required. For the sakeof operating convenience, it was decided to package all the
necessaryelectronicsin the probe body and to power
the probe from the supplies typically presentin a digital environment. This meansthat the circuitry has to
operatefrom supply voltages of five volts or less, so
nearly all commercially available linear ICs are inapplicable.AIso,the shapeand small sizeof the probe
body make physical isolation of the amplifier stages
impractical, and the small volume within the probe
also prevents the use of effective high-frequency decoupling capacitorsbecauseof their large size. It was
possible,nevertheless,
using two customICs,to packageon a multilayer board approximately 1.3 cm wide
by 10 cm long, 80 dB x 20 MHz of stablelinear amplification. This was accomplishedby very careful location of componentsto minimize capacitive coupling,
and by orienting the componentsto cancel destabilizing parasitic inductive coupling. Shielding of the
sensitive amplifier from external electric and magnetic fields is provided by the probe housing, which
is made of aluminum and makes an effective electrostatic and eddy-current shield.
For maximum viewing angle,brightness,and convenience of location, the current tracer's display was
chosen to be an incandescent lamp at the tip of the
probe immediately behind the current-step sensor.
This location createsa difficult stability problem: a
pulse at the current-step sensor is amplified and returned to the display, which is right next to the sensor, and the energy content of the pulse that flashes
the display can be greater than 101atimes that captured by the current-stepsensor.It was possible,however, thanks to the efficiency of the shielding of the

cunent-step sensor, the orientation of the amplifier
components, and careful printed circuit board design to electrically decouple the input from the output. In fact, the current pulse that drives the display
lamp actually passes through the board area in which
the amplifier is located, but by running the display
lamp's supply and return traces on the inner layers of
a multilayer board, one above the other and separated
by a very thin insulating layer, and covering these with
the outer-layer ground plane, it was possible to confine
the fields from the display pulse to a very small volume. The ground plane also had to be carefully designed so the charging currents of the parasitic capacitor formed by the grounded eddy-current shield and
the trace or node under investigation can pass
through the sensitive amplifier area without inductively coupling unwanted signals to the amplifier.
Fault currents in the various logic families and
from pulse stimulators can vary from about one
milliampere to one ampere. The tracer normalizes
these to a common reference level so the operator
sees only the value of the current at the tracer's tip
relative to that at the driving point of the node. This
60-dB (1000:1J gain variation cannot be achieved
with a potentiometer divider because the parasitic
inductances and capacitances associated with a potentiometer at the extreme positions of the wiper
degrade the high-frequency response. Also, the gain
control has to be in the initial stages of the amplifier
chain because the requirement of operating from
five-volt supplies severely restricts the linear operating range of the amplifiers. For these reasons the
entire 60 dB of gain control was placed in the first
amplifier stage. This was done by taking as the basic
configuration a single transistor with an unbypassed
emitter resistor approximately equal to the collector
resistor (seeFig. 7). Current-controlled variable resistors formed from Schottky and silicon diodes are
ac-coupled to both the collector and emitter resistors.
When the sensitivity control on the tracer is placed in
the 1-mA position the variable emitter resistors are in
their low-resistance state and the collector resistances
are in their high-resistance state, thus forming a
common-emitter amplifier of ZO-dBgain. Conversely,
when the sensitivity control is in the 1,\ position
the collector resistance becomes very small and the
emitter resistance large and the configuration forms
a 40-dB attenuator. A temperature-compensated,
precision-component network was required to provide control currents for the variable resistors to insure that the maximum and minimum values of the
amplifier gain were repeatable from unit to unit and
stable with time.
The noise performance required of the first amplifier stage is quite severe. It must amplify, with a
2O-MHz bandwidth, input pulses smaller than 100

Fig. 7. Variade gain preamplifier provides 60 dB of gain
variation as the sensitiyity control is adjusted. The diodes
function as current-controlled vailable reslstors.
microvolts
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comparablein amplitude to the input pulsesbecause
the downstream circuitry detects each peak and
stretchesit for a sufficient time to light the display.
Thus the rms noise introducedby the amplifier must
be far below the 100-microvoltinput pulse.This was
achieved by using. a low-noise, high-frequency
transistorbiasedto optimize its noise figure.
PeakDetectors
When the sensitivitycontrol is set so the display is
at its referencelevel, the output of the current-step
sensoremergesfrom the amplifier chain with an amplitude of about500mV and a width of about 150nanoseconds.The polarity of this output will be eitherpositive or negative,dependingupon the polarity of the
current step and the randomly chosenorientation between the current path and the pickup coil in the
tracer. The operator is interested only in how the
magnitudeof this pulse variesas he movesthe tip of
the tracerfrom placeto place,so the signalthat drives
the display lamp must be proportionalto the amplitude of the output of the amplifier chain,independent
of its polarity, and of sufficientduration to be visible,
The required signal processingis accomplishedby
meansof two peakdetectors.The first, or bipolar peak
detector (Fig. 8J, produces an output pulse of the
samemagnitudeasthe input pulse,but alwaysof the
same polarity, and stretches the peak of the input
pulse from about 20 ns to about40 g,s.A secondpeak
detectorstretchesthe output of the bipolar peak detectorto about200 ms,which is long enoughto be vis-
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S P EC I F I C A T I O N S
HP Model 547A Current Tracer
INPUT:
SENSITIVITY:1 mA to 1A
FREQUENCYRESPONSE:Light indicates:single-stepcurrenl transitions;
singlepulses >50 ns in width;pulsetrainsto 10 MHz (typically20 MHz for
currentoulses>10 mAl.
RISETIME:Light indicatescurrenttransitionswith riselimes<200 ns at 1 mA.
POWERSUPPLY REOUIREMENTS:
VOLTAGE:4.5
to 18Vdc
INPUTCURFIENT:<75 mA
OVEFVOLTAGEPBOTECTION:a25 Vdc for one minute
TEMPEBATURE:0'to 55'C
PRICElN U.S.A.:$350
MANUFACTURINGDIVISION:SANTA CLARADIVISION
5301 StevensCreekBoulevard
SantaClara,California95050 U.S.A.

Fig. 8. Ihe outputof the bipolarpeak detectoris a timeversion
stretched
oftheinput,andispositiveforbothpolarities
of input.
ible. The output of the second peak detector is further
amplified by a dc amplifier to provide the signal that
lights the incandescent display lamp.
Voltage Regulator
The current tracer is designed to operate from any
external dc supply between 4.5 and 1.8volts and to
withstand accidental reversals of supply voltage polarity. The internal tracer supply voltage is independent of the magnitude of the external supply voltage.
It is ohtained by a feedback configuration using a special PNP series-pass transistor that has a very high
emitter-base breakdown voltage to assure reverse-polarity protection (seeFig. 9). The value of the
internal supply voltage is set by the balancing of a
"nonlinear bootstrap bridge", a bridge containing a
diode in one arm and driven by the internal supply itself. Becauseof the nonlinearity of the diode only one
value of the internal supply voltage will balance the
bridge. Any unbalance is amplified and negatively
fed back to the series-pass transistor to complete the

Fig,9. Voltageregulatoroutput voltagels constanl regardIess of load current and input voltage as long as the input
voltage exceeds the regulated output voltage by as little as
the saturationvoltageof the transistor.
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New Logic ProbeTroubleshootsMany
Logic Families
The probe'ssingle lamp indicator displayshigh or low
logic levels, bad levels, and open circuits on digital circuit
nodes. Testablelogic families include TTL, DTL, CMOS,
H T L , H N I L ,an d MOS .
by RobertC. Quenelle
ESIGNING AND TROUBLESHOOTING digital
n
l-J si16ui{s poses some measurement problems not
neatly solved by analog test equipment. The digital
circuit typically has only two narrow voltage ranges,
high and low, that represent logic ones and zeros. A
voltmeter or oscilloscope will easily give the voltage
to more accuracy than is required, but won't translate
those voltages into logic levels, leaving that job to the
user. Although the oscilloscope is sometimes indispensable for checking ringing, skews, and so forth, in
many instances a simple indication of logic levels
will suffice.
For several years the logic probe has complemented the oscilloscope in helping to solve digital
troubleshooting problems. HP's Model 10525T, for
example, is small and light enough to be hand-held
and features convenient fingertip display of ones and
zeros and 10-nanosecond pulse-catching capability,
independent ofrepetition rate. The 10525T translates
voltages at the measurement tip to logic levels based
on the specifications of TTL logic.
With the expanding use of MOS and CMOS, it became desirable to have more than TTL thresholds
available. The new HP Model s4sA CMOS-TTL Logic
Probe (Fig. 1) offers switch-selectable TTL or CMOS
thresholds for monitoring acitivity in most logic families, including DTL, TTL, HTL, HNIL, MOS, CMOS
and discrete logic (but not ECLI. The CMOS thresholds are set at 30% and 7oo/oof the supply voltage to
which the 545A is connected.
Most MOS parts are either TTl-compatible or have
logic levels close to some power supply voltages. By
selecting TTL thresholds for TTL-compatible parts or
by using CMOS thresholds and connecting the probe
to appropriate supply voltages, most MOS devices
can be checked. The probe always displays the more
negative logic level as a zero. HTL or HNIL parts are
tested using CMOS thresholds. The input current is
nominally 1O p.A (source and sink), compatible with
high-impedance logic yet large enough to overcome
leakage currents and prevent false readings. Besides
displaying ones and zeros, the probe indicates vol-

tages between valid logic levels, as well as open circuits or inputs not connected to outputs.
The probe contains a latch that indicates and stores
input activity, a useful feature when low repetition

Fig. 1. Model 5454 Logic Probe indicateslogic levels and
pulse activity at individual digital circuit nodes.

A Smart Probe-TestSystem
Instrumenttest orocedurescan have substantialeffects on
factory cost, warranty cost, and customer satisfaction.Highvolume,high{echnologyinstrumentslike the new logic products demandhightestthroughputand a hightestconfidence
factor,the latterbecausewarrantycosl on a returnedlow-cost
instrumentrepresentsa large portionof its price,
test system.
The solutionwas found in a calculator-controlled
fully automatic
The systemis a closed-loop,self-calibrating,
tester. Most of the hardware is off{he-shelf instrumentation:
an HP 98304 Calculatoras system controller,an HP 98664
Printerfor failure analysisand statisticaldata, an HP 53284
Counterwith built-inDVM for dc voltage measurementsand a
programmableinput sectionfor dynamic pulse measurements,
an HP 593034 DAC to program the voltage on an HP 68244
PowerAmplifier,anotherDACto programdc probetip voltages,
an HP 1900PulseGeneratorSystemto providedc and dynamic
Converterto program
signals,an HP 59301AHP-lB{o-Parallel
.1900
PulseGenerathe instrumentinterfacetest boxes and the
tor ranges,another59301A to program an 8-channel6-bit
DAC to set the verniers on the pulse generators,and two
HP 59307AVHF Switchesto routethe VHF signalsgoing between the generators,the two instrumentinterlacetest boxes,
and the counter.The counteris also used to close the loop
back to the calculator under software control Jor accurately
settingthe dc and dynamicstimuluscircuitry.The counter's
DVM port is used to get test-box control signals into the calculator.The 53284 Counter is the only part oJ the system requiring periodic off-linecalibration.Everythingelse can be
recalibratedautomaticallywith correctionfactors stored in a
softwarecalibrationf ile.
Inside the two identical instrumentinterfacetest boxes are
solenoidsthat push buttonsand slideswitches,microswitches
thatsensewhethera probe,pulser,or currenttraceris plugged
to measurethe brightnessof
in, phototransistors
and amplifiers
and load sensindicators,
VHF relaysfor pulselinetermination
and support
ing, reed relaysfor directvoltagemeasurement,
electronics.
In operation,all the operatorneed do is load the operating
system tape cassette into the calculator,plug a probe or
oulser into the left hole of either test box or a current tracer
into the right hole, and press the test button. The system
selectsthe box, identifieswhich instrumentis pluggedin, runs
the proper test program,lights the pass or fail lamp upon
completionof the test, and it the instrumentfails,printsout a
failureanalysisand diagnosticmessagehelpfulin repairing
the instrument.

supply. In the CMOS mode the probe's thresholds
track the instantaneoussupply voltage as doesCMOS
Iogic, thereby compensating for ripple to 1 kHz.
Usingthe Probe
The logic probe has two main display modes,static
and dynamic. It indicates in a static circuit whether
the voltage at a particular point is a logic zero, a one,
or an indeterminate level. The lamp in the probe tip is
off for azero,brightfor a one,and dim for a voltagebetween logic levels, an open circuit, or a high-impedance point such as a floating input or a three-state
output in the off state. In a dynamic circuit, the tip
lamp will flash at about 10 Hz when the tip is touched
to a point toggling between a one and zero at up to 80
MHz in TTL mode and +o MHz in CMOS. It will flash
on or off for about 50 ms for a single one or zero pulse.
Pulses as short as 10 ns can be detected if the short
ground lead is connected to a point near the pulse
source. 20-ns pulses can typically be detectedwithout using the short ground lead. The probe can also be
clipped into a circuit and the latch used to monitor
infrequent activity.
By displaying the dc logic levels in a circuit the
logic probe can be used to verify combinatorial reIationships. Or, input levels can be overridden by a
logic pulser and the logic probe will then test the
functioning of a circuit without removing any normal
connections.In clockedsystems,many logic families
respond only to clock transitions and are insensitive
to the clock rate (up to their upper frequency specificationsJ.This allows replacing normal clocking signals with a single cycle or slow clock (onceagain,a
logic pulser may be used) and checking system sequencing at a convenient rate. Spikes and one-shot
outputs can also be checked even at slow clock rates

-BarryBronson

rates or single-shoteventsare involved. A light-emitting diode (LED) indicator turns on when a new one
or zero level is detectedand stays on until manually
reset.
To protect the 545A from accidental overloads,the
power supply input is protected to -+25volts for one
minute and the tip can withstand momentary overloads to 250 volts. The probe is usabledown to three
volts, although the tip lamp gets dimmer below five
volts. CMOSsuppliesoftenhave considerableripple,
especially if electrically noisy devices use the same

Fig. 2, 545A front-end has two f ast peak detecfors and two
relatively slow, low-input-current comparators. The circuit
can withstand accidental overloads of +120V continuous
and +250V for 15 seconds.
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because of the 545's pulse stretching display.
The 545's dynamic capability allows checking circuits running at full clock rate. Dead nodes (stuck
high, low, or bad-level/open) are common failures
easily found with the probe. Spikes on normally quiet
lines (such as reset) will also show up even if the duty
cycle is very low. Often a technique similar to analog
signal tracing can be used to find problems. Working
back from an output to a point where a gate's inputs
are moving but the output is not will localize many
faults.

protection and the ability to operate at three volts, it
was necessary to provide a protection circuit with
low voltage drop. In Fig. 3, Q1 is a series-passtransistor that remains saturated in normal operation. The
FET, Q2, provides base drive for Q1 that is relatively
independent of supply variation. When excessive
positive supply voltages are encountered, zener
diode D1 conducts, raising the potential at Q2's
source and reducing Q1's base drive. Q1 comes out of
saturation and limits the voltage applied to the chip.
Reverse protection is provided by Q1's high emitterbase breakdown voltage. @

lnside the Probe
The heart of the 545,4,Logic Probe is a custom HP
integrated circuit containing input comparators, reference circuits, logic for controlling the tip lamp and
latch LED, timing circuits, and a lamp driver for operating the lamp over a 3-to-18-volt power supply
range. The input signal is connected to two comparators through peak detectors and an external RC network (see Fig. 2). The peak detectors use Schottky
diodes (D3 and D4) for fast switching and make it
possible to use relatively slow, low-input-current
comparators. Protection from input overloads is provided by on-chip clamp diodes (D1 and D2) and the
external network. R1, the dc path, allows signals up
to 250 volts to be momentarily applied while R2 and
C1 provide a damped bypass for fast pulses.
The logic section operates asynchronously, triggered by data changes at the input. The internal state,
indicated by the tip lamp, and the input history since
the last display change determine the next state. A
new zero or one signal starts a cycle that updates the
display, then waits 50 ms to produce a stretching or
toggling effect. The new zero or one signal also sets
the memory indicator, which stays on until manually
reset. If neither a zero nor a one is present and the timing cycle is complete, the logic displays a bad level
(dim lamp) until a valid logic level arrives.
To provide power supply overvoltage and reversal

SPECIFICATIONS
HP Model 545A Logic Probe
INPUT CURFENT:<15 I,A (sourceor sink)
INPUT CAPACITANCE:<15 oF
LOGIC THRESHOLDS:
TTL:
L O G I CO N E 2 . 0 + 0 . 4 , 0 . 2 V o c
LOGICZERO 0.8 + 0.2, -0.4 Vdc
C|\4OS:3-10 Vdc supply
L O G I CO N E :0 . 7 V " r o o l u = 0 . 5 V d c
L O G I CZ E F I O0: . 3 . v s u p ; t v . 0 . 5 V d c
'
Cl\,lOS:>10-18 Vdc supply
L O G I CO N E :0 . 7 r V " r o o p ur 1 . 0V d c
L O G I CZ E R O :0 . 3 , V s u D ; t v= 1 . 0V d c
INPUT MINIMUMPULSEWIDTH:10 ns with groundtead(typicaily20 ns without
groundlead)
INPUT MAXIMUMPULSE REPETITIONFREQUENCY:TTL,80 MHz; CMOS,
40 lvlHz
INPUT OVEHLOAD PROTECTION:a1zOV continuous(dc to .t kHz); a25OV
for 15 seconds(dc to 1 kHz)
PULSE MEMOFY: Indicatesfirst entry into valid logic level: also indicatesreturn to initialvalid levelfrom bad levelfor oulse>1 (s wide.
POWERREOUIREMENTS:
T T L : 4 . 5t o ' 1 5V d c
C M O S : 3t o 1 8 V d c
M A X I M U MC U R R E N T7: 0 m A
OVEBLOADPFOTECTION:t25 Vdc for one min.
TEMPEFATURE:0" lo 55'C
ACCESSORYINCLUDED:Ground cable and grabbers(ailows connectionto
lC pins).
P R I C El N U . S . A . $
: '125.
MANUFACTURING
DIVISION:SANTA CLABA DIVtStON
5301 StevensCreekBoulevard
SantaCtara.Californta95050 U.S.A.

Robert C. Quenelle
Bob Quenelledesignedthe 5454
LogicProbeand put it intoproduction. He's been with HP since
1973,and is now workingon a
softwaredevelopmentproject.
Bob was born in Tucson,Arizona.
He graduatedfrom the University
of Arizonaat Tucsonwith a BSEE
, n d i n 1 9 7 3h e
d e g r e ei n 1 9 7 0 a
receivedhis MSEEdegree from
He's married,
StanfordUniversity,
livesin SantaClara,California,
and
devotespart of his spare time to
workingwith a local Boy Scout
electronicsExoloreroost.He also
l i k e sc a m p i n ga n d b i c y c l i n ga, n d
workingin his garden or on electronicsprojects

Fig.3. Power supply protection circuit prolects the 545A's
single integrated ctrcuit, its tip lamp, and its latch LED
against overvoltageand reversevoltage to +25V.
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A Multifunction,MultifamilyLogic Pulser
pulsegeneratorin a probe can
Thismicroprogrammed
producesinglepulses,pulsebursfs,or pulseslreams./fs
adjustsfor the type of logic
outputstageautomatically
beingstimulated.
by Barry Bronsonand AnthonyY. Chan

OGIC PULSERS ARE VALUABLE tools for
f
I-.r troubleshooting digital equipment. Using a pulser to inject pulses into logic nodes without cutting
traces or removing ICs and monitoring the circuit
response with a logic probe or clip is an effective
method of locating logic, connective, or component
faults. The pulser produces high-energy, shortduration voltage pulses of a logic state opposite to
that of the node under stimulation.
As a logic stimulus element, the new HP Model
546A Logic Pulser (Fig. r) offers features never before
available in a self-contained probe. Operating from a
3-to-18V logic supply, it is capable of overriding
TTL, DTL, HTL, and CMOS logic nodes with narrow
pulses of automatically controlled voltage, polarity,
and width, and selectable rate and count.
The new pulser retains much of the simplicity of
its predecessor: one power connection, single pushbutton control, completely self-contained electronics, a normally high-impedance output tip, and
low power consumption. It expands the basic pulser
concept by providing additional features that aid
digital design and troubleshooting. These include
Lo-Hz and 100-Hz low-duty-cycle pulse streams that
can be used for continuous clocking of circuits or as
a current injector for a current tracer, a pulse-persecond mode for slow clocking circuits and following
the action at human speeds,and recurring bursts of 10
and 100 pulses for presetting sequential circuits (e.g.,
counters, shift registers, sequencers) with a precise
number of counts. An LED annunciator on the tip provides feedback to identify the output mode and allow
pulse bursts to be detected and counted. By programming single pulses and bursts of 10 and 100
while observing the LED, a predetermined number
of outputs can be generated. A "smart" output stage
takes care of pulse shaping and overload protection
for compatability with all popular positive logic
families.
Serial encoding of the six function modes on a
single push-slide switch (similar in operation to that
of a flashlight) allows rapid eyes-off programming
and the ability to lock the pulser in any mode for continuous hands-off operation. To program a mode, the

Fig, 1. Modet 546A Logic Putser provides single pulses,
pulse bursts,and pulse trainsthat automaticallydrive a digital circuit node to its opposlte stafe.
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RAM. The user can examine the data set up in a busdriving IC by pulsing its bus-enableline and using a
logic probe on its output bus, and check systemdata
error detecting or correcting performance by injecting bit errors into a serial data transmission channel.
When used with the 547A Current Tracer, the pulser
can help locate faults on stuck buses.

S i n g l eP u l s e s
C o n t i n u o u s1 0 0 - H zP u l s e
Stream
100-PulseBursts
1o-Hz Pulse Stream
10-Pulse Bursts
1-Hz Pulse Stream
One Press of Button
Press and Hold

Fig.2. The logic pulser is programmed by means of a single
button, using the code shown.

button is pushed a predetermined number of times in
rapid succession.Continuing to hold it down after
the last push causesthe selectedfunction to be executed (seeFig. 2). Sliding the button forward forces
it to stay down and locks the pulser in the mode
selected.All switch debounce and sequencetiming
are implemented internally.

PulserApplications
The 546,t Logic Pulser can serve as a stimulus
instrument for locating many common digital IC
problems. The response-measuringinstrument can
be a logic probe, a logic clip, or a current tracer.
For example:
Problem

ResponseInstrument

Shorted IC Input
or Output
Stuck Data Bus
Internal Open in IC
Solder Bridge
Sequential Logic Fault
Shorts to V"" or Ground

Probe, Tracer

An lnstrumenton a Chip
Most of the electronics in the 546A Logic Pulser
is on a single custom HP large-scaleintegratedcircuit.
The "instrument on a chip" concept keeps the parts
count, size, power, and cost low. On-chip logic is
a micropower version of low-power Schottky logic,
and includes a 256-bit read-only memory [ROM),
1a flip-flops, and 41 gates.An on-chip voltage regulator contains a voltage and temperature compensated reference and control circuit for generating
t};.e2.7Y that runs the internal logic. The total operating current for the logic is less than 25 mA. Total
power dissipation for all circuits on the chip is less
than 100 mW.
Since most of the IC operatesat low voltage, two
sets of layout rules were adopted to minimize total
chip area. Using high-density cells for low-voltage
and lower-density cells for higher-voltage circuits,
we were able to use our standardbipolar single-level
metal processto put approximately 1000 transistors
on a 2.7x3.2-mm die, and still have overvoltageprotection to -r25V.
In Fig. 3 it can be seen that the 546A is a ROMbasedsystem.The 256-bit ROM is a functionally optimized structure occupying less than loo/oof the chip
area. A free-running 100-Hz RC-controlled voltage
and temperature compensatedclock circuit, operating at 2.7V, acts as a time base for the instrument.
Using an external resistor and capacitorallows better

Probe, Tracer
Probe
Tracer
Clip
Probe, Tracer

The pulser is a versatile design tool. It can be used
to single-step breadboard designs, provide a substitute system clock, or verify the integrity of ground
and power buses.In sequential circuits such as flipflops, counters, and shift registers,the pulser can be
used to preset, clear, or clock the circuit, or preload
the circuit with a precise number of pulses.
The pulser has many applications in microprocessor and other bus-structured systems. For example, it can force the CPU into the reset mode, injectinterrupts(singleshot or 1, 10,or 100per second),
set flags and clear data latches in I/O ports, and force
a memory write to occur at a selected address in
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Flg.3. 546A block diagram. Most circuits are on a single
custom lC chip, including the 256-bit ROM.

than -+10% accuracy over the full voltage and tem0.5A, 0.5-pcspulse to a TTL line driver output.
perature range of the instrument.
About zO%of the active chip areaand +o% of the disThe +100 counter acts as a scaler for generating crete componentsin the pulser are directly involved
pulse and LED output rates, a counter for the bursts,
in this pulse output control task. Fig. 4 is a functional
and a timer for program mode detection and switch
schematic of the output stage.
debouncing.The switch input control debouncesthe
TransistorsQ0 and Q1 are normally off, and S0 and
single-contactswitch, presetsthe +tOO counter and
51 are open. The pulser presentsa high impedance
burst control, generatesa single-shot output signal,
to the logic node at the tip. Residualchargeon coupand increments the mode select control circuit. The
ling capacitor C1 has been bled off by R1.
mode select control determines whether the instruWhen a signal from the ROM initiates an output
ment is programming or executing a mode, which
cycle, the one-shot is triggered, and Q0 turns on via
output mode it is in, and when to return to the standI0 (a 100-mA on-chip current source), G0, and the
by mode.
control 0 line. Immediately after Q0 saturates,S0 is
The burst control governs the burst timing, count
closed through delay element D0, an on-chip capaci(98 or 6 for the first burst*, 100 or 10 for successive tor/SCRcircuit, and the 0 sensecomparatoris enabled.
ones),and pause interval between burst outputs.
The load on the pulser tip is pulled toward ground
The LED annunciator circuit is a ROM-controlled
through C1, a low-impedance ceramic capacitor.
direct-drive constant-currentsink. It drives the highCurrent through C1 gets reflected as a voltage (dv:
efficiency LED in the tip.
IdUCI) on the sense line via input resistor R2 and
speed-up capacitor C2. When the tip load current is
AutomaticOutputControl
low, as in CMOS, C1 charges slowly. Before it can
An on-chip automatic pulse output control circuit
reach 0.7V about ten microseconds elapsesand the
effectively delivers the proper pulse polarity, volone-shotshuts off the 0 output circuit through G0. If a
tage, width, and fast edge necessaryto overdrive the
heavy load is presentat the tip (e.g.,a TTL buffer) charge
logic node at the tip. It can output a 3V, 10-mA, developsrapidly on C1. When the voltage acrossC1
10-pspulse to a 3V CMOS clock input node or a 5V,
reaches0.7V, the 0 sensecomparatorfires the overload
*98and6 burstcounts
line causing the one-shotto retrigger and the 0 output
arenecessary
to subtract
outthe2 and4 pulses
thatoutputrvhen
theuser
pushes
thebutlonto program
the100-pulse
and10-0ulse
burstmodes.
circuit to turn off. The heavier the load. the shorter

Flg.4. Functional schematic of 546A output stage. The circuit automaticatlydelivers pulses ot
the proper polarity, voltage, width, and transitiontime to override the logic node at the pulser'stip.
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will be the output pulse. Active turn-on and turn-off
of Q0 assurefastpulse edgesthrough logic transition
regions.
At the conclusionof a 0 output pulse,the 1 output
circuit becomesactive. Its operation is analogous
to that of the 0 ,outputcircuit exceptfor the variable
threshold setting of the 1 sensecircuit, necessaryto
adjustto the 3-to-18Voperatingrange,and the inclusion of chargestoragecapacitorC3 and chargingresistor R3. C3 setsthe 1 output voltage pulse amplitude and decouplespotentially large current surges
from the testedcircuit's supply line. Betweenoutput
cycles, current through R3 restoresthe charge lost
from C3 during the previous1.output. R3 and C3 also
provide good power supply ripple tracking. This
assuresaccurateinstantaneouspulse amplitude control when used with a poorly regulatedCMOSpower
supply.
The pulse output cycle is completewhen Q1 turns
off. Fig. 5 illustrates output waveforms under varO
ious lo-"ads.

Light Load

-l#H'l.-

V

V+

l

Heavy Load to V+

R"r"l

Tip

l":,

Heavy Load to Ground

Anthony Y. Chan
TonyChan designedthe custom
lC chip for the 546A Logic Pulser.
He joined HP in 1973with four
years'experience
rn linearand digital lC design.Beforetakingon
the pulser.lCdesign,he developed low-powerlow-voltage
logic gates.Tonywas born in
HongKong.He receivedhisBSEE
degree from the Universityof
at Berkeleyin 1969and
California
his MSEEdegreefrom California
StateUniversityat Sar Jose in
1974.He's married,has two children and has a home in Sunnyvale,Californiathat
he'scurrentlyremodeling.
He alsoenjoys
workingwith wood and with automobiles.

V

Fig.5. Typical5464 output waveformsunder various toaos

SPECIFICATIONS
HP Model 546A Logic Pulser
OUTPUT;
LogicFamily

PowerSupply
Vottage

OutputCurrent

TTL

4.5-5.5
Vdc

<650mA

CMOS

3-15Vdc

<100mA

Barry Bronson
BarryBronson,projectleaderfor
the 5464 Logic Pulser,received
from
his BS degreein engineering
U C L Ai n 1 9 7 0a n d h i s M S E Ed e gree from StanfordUniversityin
1 9 7 5 .W i t hH P s i n c e 1 9 7 1 ,h e ' s
developedseveralautomaticproductiontest systemsand contributedto the 5035TLogicLab and
the50004LogicAnalyzer.Barryis
a nativeof LosAngeles,California
and now livesin SanJose.He and
his wife have a one-year-old
daughter.At home,Barrylikesto
workon electronicsprojectsof his
system.Healso
own,oneof thema home-mademicrocomputer
has a part-timevideoequipmentbusiness,dabblesin photographyand the stock market.and playstennis.

Typical Output Voltage
High
Low

Logic
Fanily

Pulse
Width

TTL

>0.5 ps

>3 Vdc

<0.8 Vdc

CMOS

>5 /rs

>(Vsuppty
1 Vdc)

<0.5 Vdc

TIP IMPEDANCE:<2 ohms aciive;>1 megohmolf
SHORTCIBCUITTIP PROTECTION:Continuous
IMPEDANCE:<2 ohms active;> 1 megohmofl
POWERSUPPLYREQUIFEMENTS;
OPEFATINGVOLTAGERANGE:
T T L : 4 . 5 - 5 . 5V d c
C M O S : 3 - 1 8V d c
Operatingcurrent;<35 mA
'1
POWERSUPPLYINPUTPROTECTION:t25V for min.
TIME BASE ACCURACY:110%
OPERATINGTEMPEFATURE:f to 55'C
ACCESSORYINCLUDED:Groundcableand grabbers.
P R I C El N U . S . A . $
: 150.
MANUFACTURING
DIVISION:SANTA CLARA DIVISION
5301 StevensCreekBoulevard
SantaClara,CA 95050 U.S.A.
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Probe Family Packaging
by David E. Gordon

Fig. 1. Probe housing design
makesit possibteto produce three
instruments with a minimum
number of different parts
The problem was to design a second generationprobe
packagang
systemfor threenew logictest instruments,
accommodating100%more circuitareawith minimalinstrument
size
increase,20O/" more heat dissipation,and electromagnetic
shielding.
Theamountto be spentfortoolingwas strictlylimited.
It was desirablethatall partsbe inexpensive,
easyto assemble
and service,and highlyreliable,
Our solutionwas to use an aluminumextrusioncoupledwith
simplemoldedplasticpartsthatsnap,slide,and presstogether
packagethat meets
to providea low cost,versatileinstrument
the functionalrequirements
of the electronicdesign (see Fig. 1).
To havelowfactoryand sellingcostsand staywithinthetooling budget,the packagehad to be designedusinga minimum
numberof partsthatcouldbe producedby easymanufacturing
methods-aluminum extrusion,plastic molding, and metal
stamping processesoffered the necessarytooling to accom-

plishthis.Ordering,stocking,and handlingcostsare reduced
by usingcommonparts,and the increasedproductionvolume
of those parts lowersthe manufacturingcosts. For low assemblyand servicecosts,all of the mechanicalparts,withthe
exceptionof the crimp-oncable strainrelief,are easy to fit togetherby handwithoutthe useof nuts,bolts,washers,etc.(see
F i g s .2 a n d 3 ) .
Customswitchesfor the logicprobeand logicpulserare produced at very low cost.The lightedpulsememoryresetswitch
(Fig 4) and the latchingpulsermode swrtchuse plasticactua-

Fig,2. At top is an end view of the upper interlockingextrusionfor the 5464 Logic Pulserwith the pulserswitchin place.
lnternal s/ots serve as guldes for the sliding swftch. S/ols rn
the lower extrusion serve as printed circuit board guides.
Lower extrusionis from the 547A Current Tracer,showing the
faced and clear alodrnedend that provrdesgroundingof the
case for electromagnetic shieIding.

Fig.3. Groundringprovidesa groundpath from the bottomot
the printed circuit board to the end of the extrusion shown in
Fig. 2. Crimp-onstrainrelief pullsback into a cavityand locks
the cable into place. Notches in the printed circuit board
snap into the rear plasticsupport for structuralridigitt.
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Fig.4. 545A Logic Probe pulse memory switch rotatesinto
place over LED. Press-inswitch contact touchesprinted circuit traces when the button is pushed.

Fig.5. Probe interconnectsystemprovides for connectjon
of power leads, probe tip, and ground pin to standard test
pins, an lC test clip, or HP grabbers.

tors with printedcircuitcontactsto simplifymanufactureand
assemory.
The instruments
systemthat providesfor
use an interconnect
tip, and groundpin
connectionof the powerlead,probe/pulser
to eithera standardtest pin, an lC test clip, or an HP grabber
(see Fig. 5).
package,since
Aluminumextrusionallowsfor a veryversatrle
it can be cut to any length.With minorsecondaryoperations,
fivedifferentbody halvesare produced.Perhapsthe aluminum
greatestattributeis itsexcellentheattransfer,which
extrusion's
keepscomponenttemperature
to a minimumfor higherrnstrument reliability.Also, it provides electromagneticshielding
whengroundedto the printedcircuitboard,makingthesensitivityof the currenttracerpossible.Thecasesurfaceis hard black
anodizedfor the scratchresistance
necessaryfor a high breakdownvoltage,and the thincrosssectionalareaof the extrusion
yieldsa largercircuitvolumeper unitlengththanpreviousplastic packaging.

David E. Gordon
Dave Gordon received his BSME
degree from CaliforniaState
Polytechnic
Collegeat Pomonain
1973,andjoinedHPa monthlater.
Now group leader for printed circuit multilayerprocessengineering, he serveduntilrecentlyas
productdesignerfor logic troubleDavewas
shootinginstruments.
and
born in Alhambra,California,
now livesin Los Gatos,California,
with his oartnerand her two chiland the "indren.Familyactivities
vigoratingdisciplinesof meditation and Hathayoga" are
maiorinterests;he also enjoysbackpackingand cycling
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IC Troubleshooting Kits

lC Troubleshooting
instruments
are availablein kits consistingof
v a r i o u s c o m b j n a t i o n so f l o g i c
probe,logicpulser,logiccilp,currenttracer,logiccomparator,
and
carryingcase. Model 50224 Kit
(shown)containsthe four instrumentsdescribedin this issue:the
5454 Logic Probe,the 5464 Logic
Pulser,the 5474 CurrentTracer,
and the 5484 Logic Clip.
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MultifamilyLogic Clip Shows All Pin
StatesSimultaneously
Thisnew logic clip works with virtuallyall logic familiesfrom
ECL to 1BVCMOS.Loading of the circuit under fest rs
minimal. The clip is protected against overloads to 30V.
by DurwardPriebe
LOGIC CLIP IS A HANDY means of monitoring
logic conditions in a digital integratedcircuit
[IC) system. It simultaneously clips onto all the leads
of a dual in-line IC package (DIP) and displays the
logic statesofall pins ofthe device at once, instead of
one pin at a time like a logic probe. Corresponding to
each IC pin is one light-emitting diode (LEDJon top of
the clip; it turns on when the logic level on that pin is
more positive than a specified threshold voltage. The
user sees the logic states of all IC pins by observing
the LED array, and can quickly identify state changes
or verify truth tables. The clip is useful for system designers, test technicians, and field service personnel.
The new Model 548A Logic Clip (Fig. 1) was designed to provide this capability with a maximum of
ease and versatility for the user while imposing negligible loading upon the IC being examined. Today's
digital systems typically contain a variety of device
types, along with microprocessors, memory, interfaces, and other functional blocks in NMOS. CMOS.
TTL, ECL, and other logic families. The b48A was designed to be readily compatible with these types of

devices. In most applications its operation is automatic; simply clip it onto the IC in any convenient orientation and observe the pin states shown by the LEDs.
Power leads for the clip are unnecessary, since each
clip pin has a network that seeks the most positive
and negative voltage levels on the IC; from these the
548,{ draws its power and sets proper threshold levels. Each remaining clip pin is then free to compare
the IC pin voltage with the internally derived threshold and control the illumination of the corresponding
LED. Each IC pin sees a negligible nominal load of
3pcA and 20 pF thus assuring that the clip does not
perturb the IC's operation, Operation is automatic
for positive supply voltages of 4 to 18 volts. Internal
regulation maintains essentially constant LED brightness over this voltage range.
Many digital systems contain higher-voltage
analog or interface DIPs, so it is possible that a user
may inadvertently place the clip on such a circuit.
The 548A is protected against this, and will not be
damaged by momentary connection to an IC with a
total voltage differential of up to 30V.

Fig. 1. Model 548A Logic Clip
simultaneously d i splays lhe slates
of all pins of lCs in dual in-line
packages.
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threshold of -t.+V when the IC's negative supply
is -5.2V and +5V is applied to the connector.
The voltage on this connector must be maintained at
least 1.5V higher than the IC's most positive pin but
less than 20V higher than the most negative pin.

lC Support
Anode
Bus
Driver

tc

Fig.2. lnternally,
eachhalfof the 54BALogicC/lpconsists
of a 20-pincustomlC connectedto a customLEDarray.
Threshold voltage is set nominally at 40% of the
total IC supply voltage. This provides ideal levels for
all of today's common logic families as shown in
Table I.
Table I
548A Logic Fomily Compatobility
Loglc
Famlly
CMOS
DTL/TTL
HTL/HNIL
NMOS
ECL

Supply lC Worst-Case
Voltage Output Logic Levels
4-18V
3V
5V
1.2V
15V
5V
-5.2V

<.5V, >(VDD-.sV)
<.5V, >2.5V
<.5V, >2.4V
<2.5V, >7V
< 2 . 5 V ,> 9 . 5 V
<.4V, >2.4V
-.9V, -1.7V tvD
'with
t*with

Inside the Clip
The 548A is an integrated "silicon instrument."
Internally each clip half consists solely of a 20-pin
custom IC with an LED array attached, as shown in
Fig. 2. The high-efficiency LEDs in the special HP
array operate at only 1.5 mA nominal current. Together with low-power IC design, this results in the
clip's typically requiring only 30 mA with 15 LEDs on
at 5V, or just 10 mW of power for each comparatordriver-LED channel.
A simplified schematic of each channel is shown in
Fig. 3. Each input pin is connected to two diodes and
one input of a comparator. If an input is connected to
the ground pin of the IC under test all the clip current
flows to ground through the forward-biased D2 of
that pin. Voltage on the V"" pin forward-biases its D1
and supplies power to the clip. All other pins then
have both D1 and D2 reverse-biased. Special HP power
Schottky diodes (on the chip) are used for D1 and D2,
since high reverse breakdown voltage, low forward
voltage, low reverse leakage current, and low capacitance are essential. Integrated Schottky diodes are
also free of the parasitic elements associated with
PN diodes that would destroy the very high imped-

Guaranteed 548A
Input Threshold Range
.34to .46 x VDD
1 . 5 Vn o m i n a l *
7.7to 2.3V
4.1to 5.5V
5 . 1t o 6 . 9 V
' t . 7I o 2 . 3 V
-1.4V nominal**

+4.5V applied to 548,4 Auxiliary
+5V applied to 548A Auxiliary

V+

\\
External
LED

Au
uxiliary
V+
Input

l n t e r n a lV + B u s

6R

connector

V+ connector

D1

Auxiliary Connector Adds Versatility
An auxiliary V* connector on top of the clip
further extends its versatility. Although the worstcase clip current consumption is only 50 mA, this
may be intolerably high, such as when troubleshooting a 3V battery-operated CMOS system. In such a
system the IC supply voltage is also too low for
normal 548.\ operation. However by connecting a
+4.5V supply to the auxiliary V* connector, 3V
CMOS is readily tested; nominal threshold is 1.5V
and no power is drawn from the IC supply.
This connector also aids examination of ECL ICs.
since it provides a means of shifting the threshold
voltage. Nominal threshold when using this connector is 0.4(V+-0.8V)-0.61V-l which results in a

Inpul

D2

I

\

I F, 1
7
>4R

"'"^iI

l n t e r n a lV - B u s
One of 15 Channels

Fig.3, Simplifiedschematicof one 548Achannel.Eachchannel detects whetherit ts connectedto a ground pin, a power
supply pin, or a logic pin of the lC under test and operates
appropriately for that type of pin.
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ance of each input pin. The comparator input bias
current plus the leakage currents of Dt and D2 sum to
a typical 3p,A input current; 1SpcAis the guaranteed
maximum. The reference input of the comparator is
connected to a resistor divider across the internal
supply buses, while a regulator maintains constant
LED current over the broad operating supply voltage
range.
Using the Clip
The clip can be used on standard DIPs with 8, 14, or
16 pins. To accommodate packages with more pins
it's usually a simple matter to wire the signal lines of
interest to a 16-pin dummy IC package added to the
breadboard or printed circuit card. To make it useful
on printed circuit boards with a high density of ICs or
in cramped locations, the clip is physically small; it is
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3.8 cm long and extends only 5.1 cm above the IC
being examined. The LEDs are arranged in two rows
of g with 0.1 in (2.54 mm) spacing between LEDs, and
0.3 in (7.62 mm) between rows. The LEDs are intentionally unnumbered to eliminate the confusion of
the three sets of pin numbers that would be necessary
for 8, 14, and 16-pin devices. Reliable electrical contact to the IC is assured through the use of gold-plated
beryllium-copper contacts.
For convenience the clip may be oriented on the IC
with the auxiliary V + connector at the pin 1 end. This
serves as a reminder of the location of the reference
pin since the top of the IC is hidden from view by the
clip.
To verify an IC's truth table the system clock must
be made slow enough to allow recognition of each
state. This is readily accomplished by disabling the
clock and advancing it with the single pulse, L-Hz, or
LO-Hzmodes of the 546A Logic Pulser. At clock rates
above 2OHz the clip provides some duty cycle information and indicates dynamic pin activity by LED
brightnesschanges.0
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SPECIFICATIONS
HP Model 548A Logic Clip

Corrections

INPUTCURRENT:< i 15/aAper pin
INPUT THFESHOLDi >(.40 t .06) x supplyvoltage : logic high (e.9. at 5V
supply,LED is guaranteedto be otf below 1.7Vand on above 2.3V)
INPUT PROTECTION:30 Vdc lor one minute
INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE:0-18 Vdc
POWERSUPPLYREQUIREMENTS:
VOLTAGE:4-18 Vdc acfossany two pins
C U R R E N T<: 5 0 m A w i t h 1 5 L E D So n
AUXILIARYSUPPLYVOLTAGE:4.5to 20 Vdcappliedto connector.
Supplymust
be >1.5 Vdc more positivethan any pin ol lC undertest.
TEMPERATUBE:CPCto 55'C
ACCESSOBYINCLUDED:Auxiliarypower cableand grabber.
P R I C El N U . S . A . $
: 105
MANUFACTURING
DIVISION:SANTA CLARA DIVISION
5301 StevensCreek Boulevard
Santa Clara.California95050 U.S.A.

A typographical
givenasan example
etroroccurred
in theequation
ot theprintoutmodesfor
the HP-91Calculator
in last month'sissueof the Hewlett-Packard
Journat,paoe10. The
equation,
for the length(L) 0f a beltconnecting
two pulleys,
shouldbe:
L: rd2 + (d2_d1)(lan,r_0)
It shouldalsobe notedthattheequation
is validonlyfor d2>d1.
Partof oneof the references
givenwiththe articleon the Hp Model47201Aoximeter
in the
0cl0berissuewasinadvertently
0mifted.Reterence
number9 shouldbe:
"Non-lnvasive
H. Poppiusand A.A. Viljanen,
Measurement
of oxygenSaturation
during
Exercise
in Patients
with Pulmonary
Disease,"
XXVIINordiske
Lungelege
Kongress,oslo,
N o m a y 1, 3 - 1 5J u n e1 9 7 6 .
givenon page5 ot the samearticleshouldbe:| : l^10-Kcd
Thefirstequation
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Intertacing a Parallel-ModeLogic State
Analyzerto Serial Data
A new serial-to-parallel
converterenablesa parallel-mode
logicsfateanalyzerto workwith serialdataso theanalyzer's
tabular display and versatile triggering can be used for
tracing data flow in serialdata sysfems.
by JustinS. Morrill,Jr.
INCE THEIR INTRODUCTION three years ago,
C
U logic state analyzers have become well established as indispensable tools for troubleshooting digital systems. By capturing a sequence of digital
words appearing on a data bus or other multinodal
location, and displaying the sequence as a table of
binary words, logic-state analyzers enable the user to
trace data flow and thus track down problems in his

system.
These instruments were designed to work with
parallel information (all bits of each word appearing
simultaneously on parallel lines). Much digital activity, however, occurs serially (bits occurring sequentially on a single line). For example, many calculators
operate serially, and data is transmitted over phone
lines in serial form. Furthermore, many parallel-
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Fig. 1. Model 10254A Serial-toParallel Converter (lower unit) interfacesModel 16004Logic State
Analyzer(upperunit)to serialdata
streams so serla/ data flow occurring at a node or.on a bus can be
presented as a table of binary
words on the logic analyzer's display. The usefulness of this instrument combtnation for productlon testls enhancedby the Model
102534 Card Reader (lower right)
that enables data sequences
marked on cards to be stored in
the logic state analyzer, bn-by-btt
differences between the stored
sequence and actual data flow
then appear as brightened 1's on
the right half of the display.
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mode digital systems perform some operations serially, such as at I/O interfacesfor disc memoriesand
teletypewriter consoles.
A new serial-to-parallel converter now makes it
possibleto use the measurementcapabilities of HP's
Model 1600A and t00zA Logic State Analyzers for
the serial data domain. This accessory,Model
702541^,
acceptsdatain serial form and formatsit into
a parallel word for presentation as one line on the
logic stateanalyzer'stabular display (Fig. f). fust as
with parallel data,the logic stateanalyzercan be setto
capture and display the data sequencebeginning
with a particular word, or dataleading up to the word,
or data at some point downstream from the word,
enablingthe userto searchout and find the part of the
program where malfunctions occur.
Applicable too are all the other operating modes of
the 1600Ah607A Logic StateAnalyzers (halt when
the captured sequence differs from a previously
stored sequence;indicate bit-by-bit differences between captured and stored sequences,etc.).1When
the 1600Aand tOOzAare both used at the sametime
with the 1.O254ASerial-to-ParallelConverter, both
serialand parallel data,such asthat occurring on both
sidesof an I/O interface,can be displayed side by side
in two tableson the 1600A display.
Whatlt Does
The heart of the Model 7o2s4/' Serial-to-Parallel
Converter is a bidirectional shift register that is
loadedwith the serial data.The parallel outputs of the
register are applied to the inputs of the logic state
analvzer. and when a clock counter indicates that a

full byte has been loaded into the shift register, a clock
pulse is sent to the logic state analyzer. The clock
pulse causes the byte to be stored in the analyzer's
memory where it becomes available for display as one
line on the analyzer's CRT.
Designed-in flexibility enables the converter to be
used for a wide variety of applications. For example,
the shift register is bidirectional so serial data can be
loaded in either direction. This gives the user a choice
of having the first bit appear in the most significant
position (LEFT)on the analyzer's display, or in the
least significant position (RIGHT),whichever is easier
for him to interpret.
The length of each byte can be selected to be anywhere from 1 to 16 bits by the Brrs/ByrE selector
switch. Words longer than 16 bits are handled as two
or more sequential bytes.
The data stream bit that is to be loaded into the shift
register as the first bit can be determined in a number
of ways. Frequently, a sync or framing pulse is available somewhere in the machine being tested. This
pulse can be used to initiate loading of the data
stream. If, however, the desired data occurs some time
after the sync pulse-say following a preamble and
address-the BITSAFTERsyNc selector can be used to
delay data loading for a predetermined number of bits
(up to 99) after the sync pulse.
If, on the other hand, no separate sync pulse is
available, the syNc sEARCHmode can be used in conjunction with the pattern recognition capabilities of
the logic state analyzer. In this mode, the serial system clock pulses are sent to the logic state analyzer
continuously, causing it to read the contents of the
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Fig.2. Simplifiedblock diagramof Model 10254ASerial-to-Parallel
Converter.Serial-to-parallel
conversion occurs in the shift register. The othet blocks control the timing and direction of shift
register loading and the timing of data transfer to the logic state analyzer.
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1o254A shift register each time a new bit is entered.
When the registercontentsmatch the digital word set
up on the analyzer's TRIGGER
wonn switches, the resulting trigger is sent to the serial-to-parallelconverter, causing it to revert to normal operation. Clock
pulses are then sent to the logic state analyzer only
when a complete new byte is entered,as determined
switch. Initiation of
by the setting of the BITS/BYTE
normal byte transfer, however, can be delayed past
the trigger eventby any number of bits up to 99 by use
of the BITSAFTERsvxc delay selector.
By use of the nnray selectorswitch in the logic state
analyzer, the data displayed can be moved
downstream from the trigger event. The nrr,ay selector determinesthe number of bytes (up to 99,999)that
must occur after the trigger eventbeforedisplay of the
data sequencestarts.It is thus possibleto go far into a
serial word and precisely locate and capture data for
display.
SelectiveStore
The data transferredto the logic state analyzer can
also be qualified by the BvTES/SvNC
selector to compress the amount of data stored for display. This
switch selectsthe number of bytestransferredfollowing each sync pulse. For example, if only the two
16-bit bytesthat occur 27 bits after sync areof interest,
the gyrnslsyNcselectoris set to 2, the nrTs/nyrr selector is set to 16, and the BITSAFTER
S.iNCis set to 27.
Then only those two bytes, out of possibly many
serial words, would be captured for display.
Further qualification of the datastoredfor examination can be obtained by use of the two qualifier selector switches on the Iogic stateanalyzer.Two qualifier
inputs are provided on the serial-to-parallelconverter's input probe and theseinputs are latched through
the converter to the analyzer.Bytes will not be stored
in the analyzerunless theseinputs match the settings
enabling further
of the switches (1, 0, or DoN'TCARE),
selectivity in the data captured for storage.
TechnicalDetails
A block diagram of the serial-to-parallelconverter
is shown in Fig. 2. Inputs are by way of the sametype
of six-probe pod used with the Models 16004 and
1607A Logic StateAnalyzers. Besidesthe data input,
there is a sync input, two qualifier inputs, and two
clock inputs (OR'd internally into a single clock input). The pod has level-sensing circuits that decide
whether the voltage sensedby eachprobe is a 1 or a 0.
The threshold level, variable over a range of -r10 V, is
set by the controls on the logic state analyzer.
An operating feature that was considered of
paramount importance was that the data supplied to
the logic state analyzer should always be justified to
the right. This is because the logic state analyzer
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column-blanking control, which allows the user to
blank out unused columns when bytes are less than
16 bits. startson the leftmost column and blanks columns successivelytowards the right. This causesno
problem when the first bit in a serial data streamis to
be in the leftmost column. Data is entered at the
right-hand input of the shift register and stepped to
the left with each clock pulse until the complete byte
is in the registerand the byte is transferredto the logic
state analyzer.
When the first bit is to be in the rightmost column,
however, the data must be entered at a point in the
shift register correspondingto the length of the byte,
then steppedto the right. With referenceto the diagram of Fig. 3, an example will show how this works.
Suppose each byte is to have 7 bits. The slrsmvru
switch then sets up the selector gates such that the
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Fig. 3. Block dia gram of p art of the bi directional shift regi ster.
U1 and U2 are commercial lC 4-bit shift registers (U3 is the
next lC in the 16-bit shift register chain). The selector gates
enable serialdatato be loaded through any bit positionduring
right-shift operation (see text).

data streamis routed to the parallel input of the shift
registerthat is 7 units from the right-hand end, in this
caseinput C of UZ. At the same time, U2's parallel
output QC is routed back through the selectorgatesto
parallel input B, and QB is routed to A.
Eachclock pulse loads U2 in parallel, hence the bit

in eachstageof U2 is loaded into the adjacentstageto
the right. The last stage output, QA, goes to the left
input L of U1 where it is stepped to the right in the
normal right-shift fashion. Thus, after seven clock
pulses,the first bit loaded into C of Uz is in stageA of
U1, the bit 0 position. The byte is thus right justified
when it is transferred to the logic state analyzer.

SPECIFICATIONS
HPModel10254A
Serial-to-Parallel
Converter
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Requires an HP Model 1600A o|1607A Logic-StateAnalyzer to torm complete
measurementunit; uss data probe supglied with logic state analyzer as input
device.
DISPLAY FORMAT
EITS/BYTE:1 to 16 (displayedas one line on logic-stateanatyzer)
FIRST BIT (LEFT/RIGHT):lormats displayed data with most signiticantbit lett
or right.
DATA SYNC
PATTERN: synchronizeson digital pattern within serial data streami pattern is
selected by logic state analyzer'sTRIGGER WORO switches.
SYNC SEARCH:pushbuttonor positive-gcingpulse (5V max)initiatessearchfor
patlern sync.
EDGE: synchronizeson input probe sync signal with positiv€ or negativeedge
selectable.
DELAY (BITS AFTER SYNC):selects number of clock pulses (0 to 99) between
sync signal and slarl ot data acquisition.
BYTES/SYNC:acquires 1 to 16 bytes between sync pulses tor display.
PROBE
REPETITIONRATE:<10 MHz in EDGE sync; <7 MHz in PATTERNsync.
INPUTRC:40 kO shuntedby <14 pF at probetip.
INPUT THRESHOLD: t10 V dc selected at logic slate analyzer.
MINIMUMPULSEWIDTH:40 ns at threshold.
SETUPTIME:50ns (minimumtimedatamustbepresenlpriortoclocktransition).
HOLDTIME:0ns (minimumtimedata
mustbe presentfollowing
clocktransition).
SYNC OQCUFRENCE: 60 ns (minimum time sync edge must precede clock
transitioncorrespondingto tirsl data bit).
GENERAL
POWER: supplied by 1600A or 16074 logic state analyzer through interconnecting data cable.
S I Z E : 2 8 4 m mW x 1 2 1 m mH x 4 1 4 m mD ( 1 1 - 3 / 1 6x 4 Y 4x 5 / 1 6 i n c h e s ) .
WEIGHT:3.2 kg (7 lb )
PRICElN U.S,A.: 102544,$975.Note:data probe not supplied;uss data probe
from 16004 or 1607A Logic State Analyzer.
MANUFACTURING
DlvlSlON: COLORADOSPRINGSDIVISION
1900 Garden of the Gods Boad,
ColoradoSprings, Colorado80907 U.S.A.
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